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MAKING 
PARTNER –WHEN 
EMPLOYEE 
BECOMES A 
PARTNER

Firm income reported on K-1 rather than W-2

Self-employment tax & medicare taxes imposed 
above certain thresholds

No tax withholding BUT partner required to make 
quarterly estimated tax payments

Retirement

• Medical insurance premiums are deductible
• Long-term disability premiums are NOT deductible but partner 

typically has increased benefits
• Long-term disability income is tax-free
• Life insurance coverage increases & insurance is portable

Insurance

SALE TO OTHER OWNERS (CROSS-PURCHASE) W/ C-CORP.
 Shareholder sells stock to some or all of the other shareholders

 Seller realizes gain on difference between the amount paid for the shares & the seller’s 
adjusted basis in the shares [IRC §1001]

 Seller inherited shares—stepped-up basis so minimal gain [IRC §1014]

 Seller held shares longer than 12 months then gain is long-term capital gain [IRC 
§1223]

 Inherited property is treated as held longer than 12 months [IRC §1223(9)]

 Gain is recognized when receives cash or property in exchange for shares 

 Note involved then seller recognizes pro rata portion of the gain realized as payments 
are made on note

 shareholder can defer the gain under the installment method of reporting gain 
[IRC §453]

 The interest on the note will be taxed as ordinary income; if the note does not 
provide interest, the IRS will impute interest which means some of the principal 
payments will be converted from capital gain to ordinary income [IRC §1274]

 Installment reporting is not always available to the selling shareholder, or the seller 
may accelerate recognition of the deferred gain by engaging in certain actions 
(pledging the note to secure a debt) [IRC §453A(d)]
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REDEMPTION—
SALE TO 
BUSINESS ITSELF
W/ CORP.

Corporation buys back departing shareholder’s share

Typically treated as a sale of the stock 

• Seller’s ownership in the corporation is completed terminated as a result of the 
redemption, then the transaction is treated as a sale [IRC §302]

• If the seller’s ownership in the corporation is not completed terminated as a result of 
redemption then transaction may be treated as a dividend distribution to the extent 
of the corporation’s earning and profits [IRC §301]
• The entire distribution amount may be taxed to the seller since it is not reduced by 

the seller’s basis in the shares that are being redeemed
• Since the redemption is not treated as a sale or exchange for tax purposes, any note 

distributed by the corporation is treated as a dividend treatment in the amount 
equal to the fair market value of the note and there is not installment reporting

• Attribution Rules [IRC §318 & IRC §301(c)]-the selling shareholder is deemed to 
own the shares that are actually owned by other related shareholders so interest in 
the corporation is not terminated and the selling shareholder may be subject to 
dividend treatment. The selling shareholder can waive the family attribution rules 
under IRC § 302(c)(2)(C)

Corporation owned by “related” persons may be different:

CROSS-PURCHASE IF S-CORP.

 Departing shareholder in s-corp. has same treatment as c-corp. 

S/H

 Seller realizes gain:

Amount paid for shares

<seller’s adjusted basis>

= realized gain

REDEMPTION—
SALE TO 
BUSINESS ITSELF
W/ S-CORP.

Corporation buys back 
departing shareholder’s share

• If S-corporation was previously a c-corporation with earnings and profits, some 
portion of the redemption proceeds will be taxable as a dividend, if the 
redemption fails to qualify as a sale or exchange. If the S-corporation has no 
earning and profits from a c-corporation, the redemption proceeds will be treated 
first as a tax-free return of stock basis, and then as a gain from the sale of the 
stock, even where the redemption fails to be treated as a sale or exchange

• For an s-corporation that has always been classified as such, the distinction 
between a dividend-type and a sale-type redemption is less impactful

The complete redemption of a departing 
shareholder’s s-corporation stock is taxable as 
either a distribution or as a sale depending on the 
ownership attribution rules
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SELLING A LAW 
FIRM TO 3RD

PARTY

MergerMerger

Outright saleOutright sale
Partner equity 

transfer or 
sale

Partner equity 
transfer or 

sale

Assumption 
agreements 
with certain 

buy-sell events

Assumption 
agreements 
with certain 

buy-sell events

MERGER (S-
CORP.) 

In order to qualify as a tax-free reorganization the following requirements must be met:In order to qualify as a tax-free reorganization the following requirements must be met:

The acquiring company and the target company 
but be corporations, either a c-corporation or 

an s-corporation

There is a continuity of interest requirement: 
at least 40% of the consideration for the 
transaction must be the buyer’s equity

Specific requirements may apply (For example, 
some forms require 80% or even 100% stock 

consideration)

Section 368 regarding tax-free reorganizations applies to S-corporation mergersSection 368 regarding tax-free reorganizations applies to S-corporation mergers

Subchapter C applies to S-Corp. unless it’s inconsistent with subchapter S [IRC §1371(a)]Subchapter C applies to S-Corp. unless it’s inconsistent with subchapter S [IRC §1371(a)]

MERGER (S-CORP)

If there is boot involved in the transaction, gain will be recognized to the extent 
of that amount of boot received. Boot is considered:

Nonstock consideration 

Any nonqualified preferred stock can be treated as boot. Nonqualified 
preferred stock is limited and preferred, does not participate in 

corporate growth, and has a special feature (for example a mandatory 
redemption, put, call, or variable dividend rate)

Buyer will not receive a stepped-up basis in the assets

Buyer does not pay tax on stock until stock is sold
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MERGER (S-CORP.)

 In acquisitive reorganization, s-corp. status of target will terminate

 If an s-corporation is acquired in a reorganization, and that corporation survives, there will generally be 
a disqualified corporate shareholder so an s election cannot be made

 When an s-corporation acquires the assets of a c-corporation in a tax-free organization then the 
acquiring s-corporation will retain the s-election status as long as the target shareholders are eligible 
shareholders & total shareholders are under 100)

 If both parities are s-corporations, then the target s-corporation will be merged into the acquiring s-
corporation so the attributes of both s-corporations are typically combined

MERGER (PARTNERSHIPS)
 When 2 or more p-ships merge or consolidate into a single p-ship, resulting p-ship is considered continuation of any 

p-ship whose members retain an interest of more than 50% of the capital and profits of the resulting p-ship [IRC 
§708]

 Sometimes, the partnership that results from the merger of multiple partnerships can be considered a 
continuation of more than one of the partnerships.

 The partnership is considered to be a continuation of the original partnership whose contribution of assets 
represents the greatest FMV, net of liabilities of the resulting partnership [Treas. Reg. 1-708-1(c)]

 The other partnerships are considered to be merged or consolidated in the process, but are not continuing, and 
should be considered terminated on the date of the merger [Treas. Reg. 1-708-1(c)]

 If none of the members of the merging/consolidating partnerships holds a greater than 50% interest in the capital 
and profits of the resulting partnership, ALL merging partnerships are terminated & the resulting partnership is a 
new partnership

 There are various disclosures that must be including in the resulting partnership tax return [Trea. Reg. 1.708-
1(c)(2)]

MERGERS/CONSOLIDATIONS

 2 forms:

 Assets-Over

 Assets-UP
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MERGER (ASSETS 
OVER)

Default for p-ship merger

Merged/consolidated p-ships 
that are terminated are 

required to contribute all of 
its assets & liabilities to the 

resulting partnership in 
exchange for an interest in 
the resulting partnership.

Terminated p-ship immediately 
distributes interests in the 
resulting partnership to the 

members in complete 
liquidation of the terminated p-

ship

P-ships tax basis in the assets 
contributed to the resulting p-
ship is determined under IRC §

723

Basis remains unchanged by the 
transaction

IRC §704(c)(1)(B) and IRC §737 
does not apply, but the deemed 

contribution of assets from a 
terminating p-ship to the resulting 
p-ship may create a new layer of 

IRC §704(c) gain

MERGER (ASSETS UP)

Terminated p-ship must distribute all of 
its assets to the members

Terminated p-ship must distribute all of 
its assets to the members

Members are treated as owners of 
assets

Members are treated as owners of 
assets

Members of terminated p-ship 
contribute distributed assets to resulting 

p-ship in exchange for ownership 
interest in resulting p-ship

Members of terminated p-ship 
contribute distributed assets to resulting 

p-ship in exchange for ownership 
interest in resulting p-ship

If members complete contribution of 
assets to resulting p-ship then merger 

respected

If members complete contribution of 
assets to resulting p-ship then merger 

respected

The basis of the assets of the 
terminating partnership is determined 
under IRC §732(b) and 732(c) on the 

distribution to the partners. The 
resulting partnership then computes its 

basis in the assets under IRC § 723

The basis of the assets of the 
terminating partnership is determined 
under IRC §732(b) and 732(c) on the 

distribution to the partners. The 
resulting partnership then computes its 

basis in the assets under IRC § 723

IRC §704(c)(1)(B), contributing partner 
recognizes gain/loss, and IRC §737, 

recognition of pre-contribution gain in 
case of distributions to contributing 

partner, apply if any assets distributed to 
the partners were previously 

contributed to the distributing 
partnership within 7 years of 

distribution

IRC §704(c)(1)(B), contributing partner 
recognizes gain/loss, and IRC §737, 

recognition of pre-contribution gain in 
case of distributions to contributing 

partner, apply if any assets distributed to 
the partners were previously 

contributed to the distributing 
partnership within 7 years of 

distribution

EXAMPLE #1

Partnership XYZ has 3 members. Each member receives 1/3 of the profits. The only 
assets of XYZ is land that has a FMV of $1,500 and a tax basis of $300. XYZ merges 
into Partnership AB in an assets-over merger. AB has two members with equal 
shares of profits. AB’s only asset is land that has a FMV of $2,000 with a tax basis of 
$1,000, and cash of $500. In both cases, the partners’ inside basis of the partnership 
assets is the same as their outside basis in the partnership interest. Because AB’s 
partners will represent more than 50% of the value of the remaining partnership, AB 
will be deemed to continue in existence and XYZ will terminate under Section 
708(b)(1)(A).
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DISGUISED SALE RULES OF IRC § 707

If partners of the merged p-ship 
desire to receive some portion of 
the merger consideration in cash, 
IRC § 707 governs the cash received

1
For income tax purposes, the 
transaction is partially treated as a 
contribution to the p-ship [IRC 
§721], and partially as a sale of the 
assets

2

EXAMPLE #2

A, B, and C want to form a partnership. A and B each contribute $1,000 in cash. C 
contributes land with a FMV of $5,000 and a tax basis $1,000. Immediately, after the 
formation of the partnership, C receives $2,000. Under IRC §707, C will be treated 
as selling a portion of the property to the partnership. C’s deemed sale proceeds 
will be $2,000, the cash received. The amount of basis applied to the sale will be 
$400 ($2,000 cash received/$5,000 total contribution @ $1,000 basis), resulting in a 
gain to C of $1,600

DISGUISED SALE RULES

 The disguised-sale rules apply when one of the partners of the merged p-ship 
wants to receive cash rather than a continuing interest in the merged p-ship
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EXAMPLE #3

Partnership XYZ has 3 members. Each member receives 1/3 of the profits. The only 
assets of XYZ is land that has a FMV of $1,500 and a tax basis of $300. XYZ merges 
into Partnership AB in an assets-over merger. AB has two members with equal 
shares of profits. AB’s only asset is land that has a FMV of $2,000 with a tax basis of 
$1,000, and cash of $500.  During negotiations, X indicates he does not want to be a 
member of the merged partnership. XYZ does not have the cash to redeem X, but 
AB does and agrees to provide the cash for XYZ to redeem X. In the assets-over 
merger, XYZ receives and distributes $500 cash to X and interests in partnership 
AB to YZ. 

EXAMPLE #3 CONTD

 XYZ will be treated as entering into a disguised sale to the extent of cash received in the merger. XYZ 
will recognize a gain of $400. As in Example #1, the $500 cash received will be treated as sales proceeds, 
and the basis applied to the sale will be $100 ($500 cash received/$1,500 total contribution @ $300 
basis). Under IRC §707, X, Y, Z will pay tax on the gain from the disguised sale even though the cash was 
used to redeem the interest of X. 

 The partnership merger regulations provide a special rule available in assets-over mergers in Treasury 
Regulation 1.708-1(c)(4) provides that in assets-over merger, the sale of all or part of a partner’s 
interest in the terminated partnership will be respected as a sale of a partnership interest under the 
following circumstances:

 The merger agreement, or another document, specifies that the resulting partnership is purchasing 
interests from a particular partner in the merging or consolidating partnership and the consideration 
that is transferred for each interest sold; and

 The selling partner in the terminated partnership, either prior to or contemporaneous with the 
transaction, consents to treat the transaction as a sale of the partnership interest. 

EXAMPLE #3 CONTD

Assume the same facts as previous example but for the fact that the p-ships and X 
enters into an agreement under Treasury Regulation 1.708-1(c)(4). The disguised 
sale rules would not apply to XYZ, and XYZ will not recognize gain or loss on the 
transaction. X will be treated as selling his partnership interest to AB for $500 and 
will recognize gain of $400 ($500 proceeds less $100 basis in the partnership 
interest).
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DISGUISED SALE (ASSETS OVER)

 Treasury Regulation 1.708-1(c), a special rule regarding a merger agreement, is 
only needed in an assets-over merger because an assets-up merger will already 
yield this result. Each partner of the terminated partnership is treated as 
contributing his or her share of assets to the resulting partnership for an assets-
up merger so the receipt of cash by one of the partners results in only a gain to 
that partner

SELLING A LAW 
FIRM TO 3RD

PARTY

MergerMerger

Outright saleOutright sale

Partner equity 
transfer or 

sale

Partner equity 
transfer or 

sale

Assumption 
agreements 
with certain 

buy-sell events

Assumption 
agreements 
with certain 

buy-sell events

OUTRIGHT SALE FOR C-CORP.

 Stock Sale—S/H sells stock shares to buyer

 Asset Sale—Buyer is purchasing the assets of the corp.
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STOCK SALE—OUTRIGHT SALE (C-CORP.)

 Implications to Seller 

 Preferred type of sale b/c S/H profits on sale generally taxed as capital gains 
while profits from asset sale typically taxed as combination of income & capital 
gains

 Seller eligible to receive short-term or long-term capital gain tax treatment on 
sale of stock based on seller’s holding period of stock prior to sale

 Implications to Buyer

 Buyer assumes seller’s basis in corp. assets, which may have been depreciated down to a smaller amount

 Legal liability typically follows ownership of stock so buyer assumes legal liability

 Usually indemnification agreement along with amounts held in escrow

 Indemnification agreement outlines known and/or unknown legal costs that may be acquired along 
with the stock

 Escrow provides an amount certain should the buyer receive a claim

 Buyer’s cost basis is what was paid for stock

 Basis usually not available for depreciation or amortization

 Buyer can make an election to treat stock purchase as asset purchase [IRC §338(h)(10) election]

STOCK SALE—OUTRIGHT SALE (C-CORP.)

STOCK SALE—OUTRIGHT SALE (C-CORP.)

A §338(h)(10) election is only available with certain buyers and targets:

The buyer must be a corporation, either c-corporation or s-corporation. It cannot be 
a partnership or individual

The buyer must be a corporation, either c-corporation or s-corporation. It cannot be 
a partnership or individual

The target must be: (1) corporation that is a subsidiary in a consolidated group [IRC 
§1504 requires the subsidiary’s stock be owned by at least 80% oy other members of 

the group], (2) corporation that is a subsidiary in a group that is eligible to file a 
consolidated return, but chooses not to do so, or (3) s-corporation

The target must be: (1) corporation that is a subsidiary in a consolidated group [IRC 
§1504 requires the subsidiary’s stock be owned by at least 80% oy other members of 

the group], (2) corporation that is a subsidiary in a group that is eligible to file a 
consolidated return, but chooses not to do so, or (3) s-corporation

§338(h)(10) election can be made when one corporation purchase the 
stock of another corporation, and the election must be made jointly by 

the buyer and seller.
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EXAMPLE #4

ABC Company agrees to purchase XYZ 
Company for $1,000,000. This is an all cash 
closing. The Seller has adjusted basis in the 

stock of $5,000 with a holding period longer 
than 1 year.

Result to seller: long-term capital 
gain taxation on $995,000.

Result to buyer: Buyer has adjusted 
basis of $1,000,000 in stock. 

Buyer would be unable to amortize 
or depreciate any amount of the 
purchase price. The $1,000,000 
basis is used for tax purposes in 

the year of disposition

STOCK SALE—OUTRIGHT SALE (S-CORP.

 Implications to Seller:

 There is only one level tax; the S/H is taxed on the sale of target stock

 This is generally a long-term capital gain and is taxed at the capital gain rate rather 
than at the ordinary income tax rate

 Installment sale reporting is available for payments after one year of closing

 There needs to be a stated interest other there will be imputed interest

 Beware of large installment notes because they are subject to a special tax 
imposed at interest rates

STOCK SALE—OUTRIGHT SALE (S-CORP.

 Implications to Buyer:

 Buyer takes shares at fair market value but do not receive a stepped-up basis in the 
assets of the company

 The assets retain their historic basis

 The target will retain its historic tax attributes, but this is not impactful for s-
corporations since they do not have net operating losses

 If S-corporation uses a cash basis accounting, then a conversion to accrual basis 
accounting may be required
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STOCK SALE—OUTRIGHT (P-SHIP)

 Implications to Seller:

 There is only one level tax; the S/H is taxed on the sale of target stock

 This is generally a long-term capital gain and is taxed at the capital gain rate 
rather than at the ordinary income tax rate. Sale of partner’s interest in p-ship 
usually results in capital gain/loss.

 The gain on loss is the difference between the purchase price and the adjusted 
basis on the partner’s interest in the p-ship

 If the partner who is selling his or her interest is relieved of any liabilities, the 
partner must include that amount as part of the amount realized (purchase 
price) for his or her interest

STOCK SALE—OUTRIGHT (P-SHIP)

 Implications to Buyer:

 If the buyer is a single buyer, a step-up in the basis of the assets occurs

 When there are multiple buyers, a section 754 election can provide the buyer 
with a fair market value in the basis of the p-ship assets

EXAMPLE #5

Result: Alvin realizes $25,000 from the sale of his partnership interest ($10,000 cash 
payment + $15,000 liability relief). He reports $5,000 ($25,000 realized - $20,000 

basis) as a capital gain

Alvin became a limited partner in the ABC Partnership by contributing $10,000 in 
cash on the formation of the partnership. The adjusted basis of his partnership 
interest at the end of the current year is $20,000, which includes his $15,000 

share of partnership liabilities. The partnership has no unrealized receivables or 
inventory items. Alvin sells his interest in the partnership for $10,000 in cash. He 

had been paid his share of the partnership income for the tax year.
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EXAMPLE #6

Result: He is considered to have received a distribution 
of $15,000, his relief of liability. He reports a capital 

gain of $15,000.

The facts are the same as in Example 5, except that 
Alvin withdraws from the partnership when the 
adjusted basis of his interest in the partnership is 

zero. 

ASSET SALE (CORP.)

 There are two main reasons that the transaction is structured as an asset sale: 
(1) the assumed legal liability for the buyer, and (2) the ability of the buyer to 
amortize the purchase price of the business over a finite period of time.

 For an asset sale, the buyer and seller contractually agree to the specific 
assets that will be purchased and to what extent liabilities will be assumed by 
the buyer.

 The contract will outline what business assets will be sold. Tangible assets 
that may be included would be business equipment, furniture, fixtures, and 
inventory

 The contract will also outline intangible assets (goodwill, trade name, 
telephone numbers, website, etc.) that will be sold

 The contract should specify how the purchase price is being allocated to 
each tangible and intangible asset. The specific allocation will determine 
the tax consequences for the buyer and seller

ASSET SALE (CORP)

 Both the buyer and seller are required to file Form 8594 (Asset Acquisition 
Statement). 

 IRS wants both asset allocations provided on the firms filed by both the 
buyer and seller to match. 

 Buyer and seller should attach Form 8594 to your income tax return for 
the year in which the sale occurred

 Buyers tend to prefer an assets sale because the S/Hs of c-corporation are 
taxed twice

 Corporation pays tax on any gains from the asset sale

 S/Hs pay tax on their gains when the corporation is liquidated (if the 
corporation holds and invests the sale proceeds then can defer tax on 
liquidation)

 S-corporations do not have to deal with double taxation unless the 
business was originally organized as a c-corporation and later elected S 
status
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ASSET SALE (CORP.)

 More desirable for the buyer to do an asset sale because the basis in the assets 
is equal to the portion of the purchase price allocated to those assets for 
depreciation purposes which generally allows for greater depreciation 
deductions

 Buyer and seller must use the same allocation to each asset for tax purposes:

 Seller wants to allocate as much of the purchase price to the assets that 
general lower taxed long-term capital gains (for example, goodwill or real 
property)

 Buyer won’t want to allocate as much to those assets because goodwill and 
other intangibles are amortized over 15 years and real property is 
depreciated over several decades

 Buyers want to allocate as much of the purchase price as possible to assets 
that can be depreciated quickly (for example equipment, computers & 
vehicles), 

 Sellers have usually fully depreciated those assets and “recapture” previous 
depreciation deductions is taxed at ordinary income tax rates

ASSET SALE (CORP)

 Most asset sales are structured over a period of years rather than the purchase 
price being paid in full at closing

 If the transaction is structured over a period of years & the purchase price is 
not fixed and determined at closing, the IRS requires Form 6252 to be filed 
until the transaction is fully closed

 Form 6252 deals with installment sale reporting

 A Form 6252 does not need to be filed if you make a timely election to opt 
out of the installment method

EXAMPLE #7

XYZ Company is sold for all cash at closing $1,000,000.  This will be an all-cash 
closing on January 1. Buyer and seller agree that the price is allocated as follows:

 $10,000 for computers (no depreciation)

 $35,000 for furniture and fixtures (no depreciation all 7-year property)

 $15,000 for website (un amortized basis of $5,000)

 $940,000 for goodwill (no basis for tax purposes

All assets have been held longer than 1 year, and the amount allocated to each “class” 
does not exceed the assets current FMV.
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EXAMPLE #7 CONTD

Results for Seller: $995,000 long-term capital gain for the seller in the year of disposition.

 $1,000,000 Purchase Price

 <$5,000> Unamortized Basis for the website

 =$995,000 long-term capital gain

Results for Buyer: 

 Computers ($10,000 depreciated over 5 years or $2,000 annually)

 Furniture & fixtures ($35,000 depreciated over 7 years or $5,000 annually)

 Website ($15,000 amortized over 3 years (36 months) or $5,000 annually)

 Goodwill ($940,000 amortized over 15 years (180 months) or $62,667 annually)

EXAMPLE #8

XYZ Company is sold for $1,000,000 paid over a 5-year period. The total purchase 
price would be depreciated & amortized for a period of 20 years and could span 
longer

ASSET SALE (S-CORP.)

 Tax implications for the Seller:

 Only one level of tax is paid unlike with corporation

 There is income on the sale of the assets that is passed through to the shareholders.

 Income retains its character as either capital gain or ordinary income depending on the type of 
assets that are sold

 There is generally no additional tax due on liquidation because tax basis of shares has been 
increased by income from the sale of assets

 Shareholder may be able to use installment reporting

 S-corp. that has history of being a c-corp. may be subject to a 2nd level of tax @ the corporate level
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ASSET SALE (S-CORP.)

 Tax Implications for the Buyer

 Buyer takes assets with a fair market value basis

 Buyer does not take target company’s liabilities in the sale

ASSET SALE (P-SHIP)
 Tax Implications for the Seller

 Partnership has income on sale of assets that is passed through to the partners

 Income retains its character as either capital or ordinary depending on the 
type of asset that is sold

 There is generally no additional tax due on the liquidation of a partnership 
because the tax basis of the partnership interests have been increased by the 
income from the sale of assets

 Installment sale reporting is available for reporting the sale

 Special allocations of pre-contribution build-in gain may be required if the 
property that is sold had been contributed by a partner less than 7 years prior 
to the sale

ASSET SALE (P-SHIP)

 Tax Implications to Buyer

 The buyer takes the assets with a fair market value basis

 The buyer does not take over the liabilities in the sale
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ASSET SALE (P-SHIP)

 Tax Implications to Seller:

 P-ship has income on sale of assets that is passed through to the partners

 Income retains its character as either capital or ordinary depending on the type of asset that is sold

 There is generally no additional tax due on the liquidation of a p-ship because the tax basis of the 
p-ship interests have been increased by the income from the sale of assets

 Installment sale reporting is available for reporting the sale

 Special allocations of pre-contribution build-in gain may be required if the property that is sold had 
been contributed by a partner less than 7 years prior to the sale

ASSET SALE (P-SHIP)

 Tax Implications for the Buyer:

 The buyer takes the assets with a fair market value basis

 The buyer does not take over the liabilities in the sale

SELLING A LAW 
FIRM TO 3RD

PARTY

MergerMerger

Outright saleOutright sale
Partner equity 

transfer or 
sale

Partner equity 
transfer or 

sale

Assumption 
agreements 
with certain 

buy-sell events

Assumption 
agreements 
with certain 

buy-sell events
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REVENUE SHARING AGREEMENT

 Used in employee/employer situations

 2 advantages: (1) current-year deduction for the 
party marking the payment, and (2) contribution to 
the receiving party’s social security wage base

 Paying party issues an IRS Form 1099-MISC for 
gross amounts paid

 Receiving party report income received on Form 
1040

ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS

Consulting 
agreement

Employment 
agreement

Non-
compete/nonsolicit

agreement

Of Counsel 
Agreement

CONSULTING AGREEMENT

 Define the scope of consulting services the seller will provide

 Include a timeframe that seller will provide services

 Outline the duration of services during the transition

 Agreement allows the buyer to claim an ordinary tax deduction for amounts paid 
to the seller in his role as a consultant.

 Seller receives a 1099-MISC and reports amount received as ordinary income
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EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

Seller is an employee & 
will be expected to act 
as an employee

01
Seller is subject to 
standard employee 
policies & procedures

02
Agreement allows 
buyer to claim ordinary 
tax deduction for 
amounts paid to seller 
in his role as employee

03
Seller receives a W-2 & 
reports amount 
received as ordinary 
income

04

NONCOMPETE/NONSOLICIT AGREEMENT

Agreement that prevents 
seller to go into business 

under different trade name 
& start soliciting clients of 
the practice that was sold

Sale proceeds allocated to 
agreement are taxed as 

ordinary income

Sale proceeds are not likely 
to be subject to self-

employment taxes since 
the seller is being paid not 

to do something

Paying party would not 
receive an immediate 
deduction but would 

capitalize & amortize over 
a period of 15 years

OF COUNSEL AGREEMENT

Statement of purpose 
that outlines what the 
point of the agreement 

between parties

Include a duration of 
how long relationship 

will exist

Specify duties “of 
counsel” attorney is 
required to handle

Enumerate the work 
hours of attorney

Outline compensation 
including professional 

dues or education 
credits the law firm 

will cover

Address death, 
disability, dissolution, 

retirement
Dispute resolution
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Description Tax Implications to Seller Tax Implications to Buyer
Tangible Business Property (computers, 
printers, furniture, fixtures, and other 
equipment or property)

If held more than 1 year, gains in excess of 
depreciation are generally subject to long-term 
capital gain rates, but there may be an ordinary 
income component if depreciation recapture. 

Establishes new tax basis for depreciation 
purposes.

Assets can be depreciated per IRS rules & 
depreciation tables. 

Intangible Business Property (website, 
address, and telephone number)

If held more than 1 year, gains in excess of 
amortization are subject to long-term capital gain 
rates, but there is an ordinary income 
component if depreciation recapture.

Establishes a new tax basis for amortization 
purposes. The assets can be amortized according 
to IRS tables.

Goodwill If held more than 1-year, long-term capital gain 
rates apply.

Amortize over 180 months.

Restrictive Covenants Ordinary income tax rates apply Amortize over 180 months.
Consulting Agreement Ordinary income tax rates apply & subject to 

social security and medicare taxes
Current deduction in year paid with the 
consultant being responsible for social security 
and medicare taxes.

Employment agreement Ordinary income tax rates apply & employer 
responsible for withholding & remitting social 
security & medicare taxes.

Current deduction in year paid with employer 
being responsible for proportionate withholding 
& remitting all social security, medicare taxes & 
other employment related taxes. 

THANK YOU!

Samantha K. Wolfe, Esq., LL.M. in Taxation
Maxwell Sipe Law Offices, LLC
20 East Sixth Street, Suite 301

Waynesboro, PA 17268
(717) 655-7096


